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I* INTRODUCTION 

A. Background and Purpose 

In recognition of the important role international fairs have 
to play in the industrialization procesa, and of the need of developing 
countries to make their fairs more effective institutions for meeting 
present and future industrial needs, UNIDO,  in co-operation with the 
Corporación do Feriar, y ¿jcooaiciónes of Colombia,   organized a Consultation 
among administrators dealing with fair activities in Latin America.    The 
purpose of the Consultation was to provide an occasion for an exchange of 
ideas and experience that led to the introduction and adaption of ways and 
moans of integrating Latin America's efforts to use  international fairs as 
effective vehiclec for the promotion of socio-economic and especially 
industrial development. 

fl. Participants and Location 

The Regional Consultation of Fair Administrators was comprised 
of 19 representatives from 11  countries of Latin America:    Argentina, 
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, £1 Salvador, 
Panama, Paraguay and Uruguay. 

A list of participants is given in Annex  1. 

The Consultation took place in the Conference Room of the Bogotá 
International Trade Fair,  in Bogotá. 

C. Opening of the Consultation 

The Consultation was officially opened by Dr.  Oscar Perez, 
Director :>f the Bogotá International Trade Fair.    Dr.  Perez warmly 
welcomed the participants.    He expressed his spocial thanks to UNIDO f,/r 
its help in arranging the ¿fleeting, and his appreciation that it was being 
held in Bogotá, the home of the first officially recognized trade fair 
in Latin America. 

Mr.  Farinpour explained how the development of modern fairs was 
closely connected with the process of industrialization.    UMIDO is 
interested in fair activities, because of the important role international 
fairs had to play in the industrialization process.     They offered öxcellent 
opportunities  for the development  .f markets,   the transfer of technology 
and the exchango   >f technical and economic information and experience. 
UNIDO had experience in assisting developing countries in their fair 
activities in four ways: 

1.- Providing technical assistance in improving the structure, 
organization and operation of fairs in these countries as 
woll aa their effective participation in foreign fairs. 
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2.- Promoting commercial contacts at l'aire between businessmen 
from developing and industrial countries  thus assisting 
business representatives of developing countries in 
developing joint venture and th-  transfer  of technology. 

3.- ¿ncouraging cooperation between fair administrators in 
developing and industrial countries which  led t.  the 
foundation of the Afro-Asian Association  c.f International 
Pairs and the current project for strengthening the 
Association of International Fairs  of America (AFIDA). 

4.- Providing supporting activities such as   the  publication of 
handbooks  on industrial fairs in developing countries, which 
would shortly bo  available in Spanish and French editions 
and organizing consultations and seminars   on various fair 
activities. 

Mr.  Farinpour also explained that the  purpose of the consultation 
was to provide an interchange of ideas and experience, which at the 
same  time w_uld lead to the  adaption of methods  t^  integrate the efforts 
of Latin American fairs as  effective means  of promoting economic development, 
especially in industry. 

Finally,  ho  introduced four consultants  who would lead discussions 
on these three main topics:     hr.  L.  Ferris,   of the  Secretaria Poi-manente 
del Tratado General do  Integración niconomica Centroamericana, Guatemala; 
Mr.  A.   Tauborger,   jf the AMK Berlin, Company fer Exhibitions, Fairs and 
Congresses Ltd., Berlin,  Mr.   C,  v..n der Heydet   and ì^r.  R.H.C« Hammond, 
UNIDÜ expert for AFIDA. 

D. ¿lection of Officers 

Mr. Oscar Perez,  Director of the Bogotá International Trade Fair, 
was unanimously elected chairman of the meeting.     Mr. Hammond, UNIDO 
expert t- AFIDA, was  elected rapporteur. 

II. DISCUSSION OF AGfikDA 

The provisional Agenda and Work Schedule  sh-wn in Annexes 2 and 3 
were adapted and discussed as follows: 

A. Fairs and Exhibitions as Promotional Business Institutions! 
Tod by Mr.  A.  Taubergor. 

kr. Tauborger,  UxlIDG Consultant,  opened the discussion. 

The multiplicity of fairs and oxhibiti-ns  demonstrated their 
usefulness, but the f^cal problem was how to use  fairs to obtain the 
best results in the industrial pr;gress of developing Countries. 
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Pairs c.uld benefit the domestic economy of thu countries in 
which they were held, they Could benefit supra-national economic units 
such as the Andean Pact and the áuTopoan Common Market, and they could 
promote exports. 

Curtain fundamentals in intornati-nal  fairs  applied both to 
hi#ily industrialized and to devel.-ping countries.     The m-at important 
of these was that faira must reflect the economic  development of the 
specific branch of industry ,r even of an entire  national economy 

Pairs c>uld influence thrje sections  of tho   economy production, 
distribution and consumption. 

Pairs allowed developing countries t~   obtain a survey -f the 
range of capital gj~ds available from industrialized nations.    As t 
distributi n, fairs enabled tradors, both wholesale and retail,  to knew 
what ranges of goods were  available t. thorn.    And similarly fairs helped 
these traders to select  and then t. supply the consumine public with 
products high in quality and 1. - price, and exhibits at fairs  often 
served to show that domestic producís were  of equal standard and mere 
economical in price than foreign products. 

International  fairs must reflect the market,   and the market 
partner must be encjuraged to take part in their   organization.    Fair 
organizers must n.t regard their task as  .ne primarily  of soiling 
suitable exhibition facilities, but    f helping exhibitors with the 
marketing of their products.    The history of   .verseas import fair "Partners 
t JT Progress" illustrated  this;  here 80,o    f the   organizers Work was in 
Connexion with providing marketing advice. 

Tho object was   te bring tho exporter in touch with the client. 
Simultaneously groat efforts were made t..   interest importers in the 
products shown in tho Fair.    These activities,   together with support 
given by the Foderai German Republic, had led to  "Partners for Progress" 
becoming an effective means  of promoting oxportB  by dovel-ping CountrieB. 

The discussi-n which f• llowod tor. Tauborger's talk was divided 
into two parts;    problems  facing exporters fr .m developing countries in 
taking part effectively in foreign fairs,  and the   organization of fairs 
in developing Countries. 

One of tho main difficulties developing countries experienced 
in participation, was finding the right fair t, suit their particular 
needs.    Pairs in industrial countries often supplied infermati-n about 
the number and type of buyers who attended the fair,   and information 
Could usually be obtained  fr m Commercial dopartments,   embassies and 
from international chambers  .;f Commerce, but it was folt that there 
was need fer a clearing house ..f information in Latin America which w.uld 
collate the experience of exhibitors in Latin America,  would build up 
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a Bt ok    f .bjoctivo information ab.ut fairs,  and Would help government 
departments  responsible f..r arrangi 11,3 participation in foreign fairs to 
establish their    wn research departments,   and thus guide  exhibitors tv 
the fair most  likely t- moot their needs,  in the light    f their country s 
present and future doVol.pment requirements.    On.  of the Common problems 
facing  organizers  of fairs in Latin America was that   Ä securing sufficient 
auppert  from their    wn governments  and fr-m foreign manufacturers  of 
capital goods,  wh.se exhibits Would be valuable ir  developing the oo.iiv.my. 
Frequently foreign e:±ibita Wei.   -,f luxury <;. „ds which wer. irrelevant t- 
promoting devol...pment. 

Ono suggestion for ß lving b ,th aspects  of their problem was 
t, link the  fair t- the devel-.pmont  plan of the country in which the 
fair was held.    The publicity given t- the development plan WeuM assist 
the government to popularize it am.ng the people ef the oountr;   and 8, 
help t.  secure governmental and y pular support,  and if f- reign manufactures 
of capital goods wer- informed ef  the nature and size  J the market for 
their products,  they would be much m.ro ready t    exhibit  at the fair. 

B. Fairs Premete Industrialization of the Third W-rld,  led by 
kr.   C,  v.n der Hoyde 

for.  v.n der Hoyde said the  purpose  of his speech was t; sh.w 
how fairs  c.uld help promote the  industrialization of the Third VLrld. 

Recent events such as  the  onergy crises,  the vast movements 
ef currency to the OPEC countries,   inflation and World recession,  showed 
that a genuine partnership ef all countries  of the World was needed to 
Bèlve these  pr-blems. 

The SoCial-eCorkmic structure  of a Country was  largely 
dependent   on its degree of industrialization.    This depended not  only 
on the supply of machinery, but als.   on the availability of the ndoeesary 
trained workers and of an appropriate infrastructure.    Trade Pair3  offered 
an efficient  and neutral platiYrm fer this  planning and its realization, 
both by exhibiting at a foreign fair and by  organizing fairs at home. 

Participating in a fair Could give firms represented at them 
opportunities  . f fostering and widening business ties.     It cats time 
and monoy t~  take part in fairs  and this investment c.uld  only be 
profitable  if participation was  properly planned,  prepared,   .rganizud and 
analyzed. 

Planning entailed cho.sing the r,ust appropriate fair and 
fixing the  object   >f participation. 

The appropriate fair was  one where the timing frequency, 
duration and range of exhibits was in line with the structure of the 
Commercial gr.ups representad as exhibitors and buyers. 
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Participation wo« possible uither in a specialized trade fair 
for une sector of industry, or in a general fair; also exhibitor* could 
take part either in a joint oxhibit or in national pavilion organized 
by thoir government or independently.    National exhibits or "National 
Weeks" were othor forms of promoting exports.    Preparations for taking 
part in a fair included stand design,  choice of products, selection of 
stand personnel and advance publicity.     Thu most important point of 
participation in a fair were the talks which led to orders and future 
business ties.    Therefore the selection of appropriate staff for the 
exhibitors stand was of paramount importance. 

In Latin America fairs could be developed by establishing 
efficient facilities which were  operated by a permanent staff of experts, 
and which covered supply and demand of the particular country and of 
neighboring countries.    There was need for a continued Co-operation in the 
fair sector between the Latin American countries and with UNIDO. 

Developing countries had thu potential for a rapid process of 
industrialization which would lessen social tensions resulting from 
widely differing standards of living and education. Industrial nations 
had the technology, experience and capital whioh Could promote economic 
growth. International fairs in industrialized and developing countries 
could help to secure co-operation between these two complementary groups. 

One uf the subjects which attracted much attention in the 
discussion which followed Mr. von der Heyde^s speech was the relative 
merits of specialized and general fairs.    It was agreed that the tide was 
flowing towards specialized fairs because they offered a concentrated and 
homogenous market for both exhibitors and buyers.    But specialized fairs 
could be established only if there was a sufficient concentration of 
production in the area,  either national or regional, from which the fair 
could obtain exhibitors, and if there was a sufficiently large demand for 
the products covered by the fair.    However, some Latin American countries, 
notably Brazil and Colombia, had successfully established specialized fairs 
which had begun to attract international as wull as national exhibitors and 
buyers. 

Reference was made to fairs being not only instruments >,f 
marketing but also of social development.    They contributed tu technical 
advance by providing a center where businessmen could meet to discuss 
development and marketing problems, and they encouraged tourism and related 
Social activities. 

There was a discussion on trade marts.    It was generally agreed 
that, except in specially favourable oircumstanoes, the cost of renting 
space and effectively staffing a stand in a trade mart was likely to be 
much more than that of participating in a trade fair, with loss effective 
results. 
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C. Cu-.-rdination and Harmonization •, f Fair Activities of Latin 
American Countries, led by Mr.  L.   Ferris 

Mr. Furris,  UNIDO Consultant,  opened the discussion. 

In Latin American countries participation in international fairs 
and exhibitions is  fundamental within the  nati ^nal strategy designed to 
increase sports ;   such experts may be citified in two major groups» 
Traditional and non-traditi~nal products. 

A national strategy should includo  a national desire to expand 
industrial export capacity to plan, C-ordinate and apply certain coherent 
actions to achieve this ,;oal, and the adaptability of th^ instruments 
utilized by the public sect>,r for this purp-se.     To be effective it must 
have the backing of the government as well as  that from the private sector. 

One of the ways t.- expand exports  in participation in certain 
selected fairs,  with products which are competitive in certain markets. 
Fairs have theref re  uecoirio increasingly nure important and efforts should 
be made by the Latin American countries to participate in a manner such as 
to yield the greatest benefit. 

To maximize their participation in fairs countries of the region 
should give serious Oo-nsiderati.n to a joint  participation in selected 
industrial sectors. 

This could be  achieved by selecting small industries whose 
expenses could be  financed Either by national  ¿;>vernments   ¡r by the fair 
itself, through a series  of measures designed  to create a fund for this 
specific purpose.    Joint participation of several Latin American countries 
would thereby strengthen their negotiating capacity and they would be able 
te attend fairs at a lower cost. 

Following the speech of Mr. Ferris,   UNIDO consultant, repre- 
sentatives  of the countries represented at the meeting recounted their 
experiences of fair participation.    Generally,   the more highly industrialized 
countries t^ok part in many more fairs than those with less industrial 
development. 

Most countries had government departments concerned with fair 
participation, and most governments made substantial contributions towards 
the cost of companies  taking part in foreign fairs.    There had been an 
experiment of regi..nal participation by the Andean Group at the recent 
Lima Pair, where there had been a joint pavilion as well as separate 
displays by member countries. 

III. RECOMMENDATION OF THJi CONSULTATION 

Participants  of the Consultation stressed the importance of the 
contribution international fairs and exhibitions made to the socio-economic 
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development of Latin American Countries, especially in the industrial 
»ector, which these Countries urgently seek tj realizo.    Moreover,  the 
participants believed that in order that the Latin Amerioan Countries can 
use their fairs as effective institutions for promoting their present 
and future industrial needs,  tho co-operation between these fairs will 
net only enforce their functional activities, but also pave the way f r 
their purposeful collaboration with  other fairs in the world. 

The participants selecto i five members among the participants 
to draft a resolution in order to introduce the needs of the Latin 
American countries for j-int action and the ways and means to harmonize the 
efforts of these Countries tu organize ani participate in fairs, with a 
view to •timulatinij common action end assistance amon¿; themselves and 
tc establish closer co-operation and Co-ordinati-n with international fairs 
in uthor countries and with international organizations dealing with fair 
activities. 

A resolution was put forward by the five members and was adopted 
unanimously by the participants. 
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Annex 1 
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Name: 
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Address : 
Telephone: 
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Telephone: 
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Telephone : 
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Corporación de Ferias y Exposiciones S.A. 
Cra.  40 No.  22-C-67, Bogotá 
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Hernando Restrepo Londoño 
Sub Gerente 
Corporación de Ferias y exposiciones S.A. 
Cra.  40 No.  22-C-67,  Bogotá 
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Hugo Pérez Gutiérrez 
Feria Internacional de Bogotá 
Cra.  19 No.  89-43 Bogotá 
36 11 61 
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Annex 2 

AGENDA ITEM 

1.-   Fairs and Exhibitions as Promotional Business Institutions. 

2.-   Fairs Promote Industrialization of the Third World. 

3. The ways and means Fair activities oan be coordinated and 

harmonised in Latin American Countries. 

4. General discussion and recommendations on Integration of 

Pair activities in Latin American Countries and with other 

Countries particularly industrialized ones. 

i 

Disoussion of final report. 
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Annex 3 

WORK SCHEDULE 

Itarrtiri 11 ftvitVtr »75 
9.30 - 10 a.m. 

10 - 10.30 a.a. 

10.30 a.a. - 12 noon 

3-5 P-". 

Registration 

Opening of the consultation, tlootion 
of officerà, approval of the progr 
and work schedule 

Pairs and exhibitions as promotional 
business institutions, by 
Mr. A. Tauberger, UMIDO consultant 

General debate on the above subjeot 

Prida». 26 Movber 1975 

10 a.a. - 12 noon 

3-6 p.a. 

Pairs promote industrialization of the 
third world, by Mr. C. von der Hoyde, 
UMIDO consultant 

General debate on the above subjeot 

10 a.a. - 12 noon 

3-6 p.a. 

Co-ordination and harmonisation of fair 
activities of Latin American oountries, 
by Mr. L. Ferris, UNIDO consultant 

General debate on the above subjeot 

fritto I ftgfrttr 1975 
10 a.a. - 12 noon 

3-6 p.a. 

General debate and recommendations on the 
integration of fair activitiea of the 
Latin American oountries with relevant 
activitiea of other countries, in particular 
industrialised countries 

Continuation of the debate 

Modnmmiav. i December 1975 

10 a.a. - 12 noon Adoption of the final report 
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SPEECH MADE BY MR. A.A.  FARINPOUR,  Uli IDO REPRESENTATIVE 

ON THE DISCUSSIOH OF REGIONAL CONSULTATION OF 

FAIH ADMINISTRATORS IN BOGOTA,  27 HOV¿MB¿R TU 3 DECEMBER 1975 

In earlier times, producers of goods came to fairs to offer 

their goods for sale; buyers came to fairs to buy the goods and take 

them homo.    With the development  of industrial production, which 

meant the mass production of goods of uniform size and quality,  it 

was no longer practical or necessary to take the goods themselves 

to the fair and to offer them for sale.    Instead,  the producers 

brought samples to be examined by prospective buyers who then placed 

their ordere,  secure in the knowledge that they would later take 

delivery of a product of the same quality and price as the sample 

offered at the fair.    Nowadays,  many of the more specialized fairs 

are exclusively limited to the showing and demonstrating of industrial 

products and it is strictly forbidden to sell the goods displayed. 

The Development of the modern fair is, therefore, closely connected 

to the progress of industrialization. 

However,  where many developing countries are concerned, there is 

•till some confusion regarding the difference between markets and fairs. 

Many developing countries have been invited to participate in interna- 

tional fairs, but aB they often had no industrial products to display 

they limited their participation to the showing of handicrafts,  and 

agricultural products.    This type of participation has some value, but 

it is little compared to that which full participation could afford. 

/ Fairs in general have developed into institutions which can play 

a very important role in the advancement of the developing countries. 

For instance t 

(a)     More technology transfer is taking place at modern fairs 

than anywhere else.    They provide an excellent opportunity 

for visitors to up-date their knowledge regarding the 

latest technical innovations and designs, pricoe, qualities, etc; 
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(b)      Pairs próvido exhibitors with a unique opportunity to 

display their products,  to make them available for 

competition, compari a on and choice,  and to claim a share 

in the market.    Participation in fairs is sometimes more 

valuable for oxhibitors than a whole year's advertising 

or public relations efforts; 

(e)      Por both exhibitors and visitors  fairs are valuable 

promotional instruments;  they offer opportunities for 

the development  of markets, for the exchange of technical 

information and experience, and for the establishment of 

multi-purpose business contracts. 

At present worldwide fair activities are growing at a rapid rate 

and it is estimated that by the end of this decade fairs related 

expenditures will reach US i 8 thousand million per year in space 

sales,  conference facility rentals and hotel business.    Such fairs are 

by no means confined to industrialized countries;  fairs and exhibitions 

of the developing countries are proliferating,    AB business today is 

becoming increasingly international, and since international fairs and 

exhibitions are definitely becoming an integral aspect of international 

business. 

UNIDO is interested in fair activities because of the important 

role international fairs play in the industrialization process of 

developing countries and the great amount of investment involved in 

organizing and/or participating at other fairs. 

UNIDO^s aim through this specific activity is to use international 

fairs and exhibitions as a vehicle for promotion of commercial contacts 

between industrial and business leaders from both the industrialized 

and developing countries. 

To achieve the above objectives UNIDO is assisting developing 

countries in four ways aa follows: 
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1. Providing technical assistane^ in improving the structure, 

organization and operation of fairs in these countries as well 

as their effective participation in foreign fairs. 

2. Promoting commercial contacts at fairs between business- 

men from developing and industrial countries thu3 assisting 

business representatives  of developing countries in initiating 

contractual relationships» management contracts,  product design, 

developing joint ventures and the transfer of technology. 

3. encouraging cooperation between fair administrators in 

developing and industrialized countries which led to the foundation 

of the Afro-Asian association of International Pairs and the 

current project for strengthening the .Association of International 

Pairs in Latin America (AFIDA). 

4. Providing supporting activities such as publication of 

a handbook on industrial fairs in developing countries, which 

would shortly be available in Spanish and French editions, and 

organizing consultations and seminars on various fair activities 

Buch as the present consultation. 

UNIDO's aim in organizing this consultation is to próvido an 

interchange of ideas and experience,  which at the same time 

would lead to the closer cooperation and integration of the 

efforts of Latin American Pairs as effective means of promoting 

economic development,   especially in the industrial section. 

At the end I wish to underline that the process of social-economio 

growth in developing countries at various stages of development raises many 

oomplex problems whose solutions require particular skills and talents, 

and international fairs are considered as effective institutions for 

meeting thw present and future needs of these countries.     It should, 

however, be understood that as a fair is like a magnet attracting the 

interests of individuals, businessmen, government representatives, it is 

an instrument of knowledge,  understanding,  esteem,  peace and therefore 

friendship among nations¿  and for this reason organizing a fair is a 

personal job.    By organizing a fair or participating in a fair w« are not 

only facilitating the matching of demand and supply of businessmen but 

contributing to the process of bettor knowledge among peoples and therefore 

to the hwnan solidarity to which we all aim. 
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PAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS AS PHOMOTIUML 

BUSINESS  INSTITUTIONS 

b 

A.  Tauberger 

The benefits  of international  fairs and exhibitions are obvious. 
Why otherwise should there be such a multitude and variety of inter- 
national fairs  and exhibitions in every continent  of the world?    The 
theme and substance  of this lecture need therefore not be concerned 
with the benefits of international  fairs arid exhibitions,  but rather 
their specifically aimed optimum effect as an instrument of promotion 
according to the requirements and interests of the developing countries. 
I regard this as the focal problem,   and I propose therefore not to take 
up your time with a discourse on the history and typology of international 
fairs and exhibitions. 

Assuming we are in agreement that the aims of international fairs 
and exhibitions  as an instrument of development  policy are a decisive 
driterion for assessing the benefits they bring,  certain differences 
are nevertheless immediately apparent.    As far as tho effective benefits 
of the instrument of international fairs and exhibitions are concerned, I 
would be inclined to givo separate consideration to three main groups 
of factors: 

1 )     The national economy 
2) Supranational economic untitles,  such as the Andes Pact or 

the European Common harket,   and 
3) Measures aimed purely at the promotion of exports. 

I woulu like to pass over the   -nird point for tht time being,  for I 
feel that it is the first two pointa that will be of special interest 
to us here in Bogota. 

Just to make one thing clear from the start for the coming 
discussion,   let me say that I am not a. supporter of the theory that 
the developing countries or less developed countries have no other course 
but to catch up with the standard of development of the industrialized 
nations with a corresponding time lag.    It is rather my opinion that the 
situation of a specific Latin-American country in the year 1975 cannot 
be compared with the situation of France, England,  Germany or the United 
StateB at the ond of the last century,  even if an apparent similarity of 
selected statistics is conceded.    The political and social-economic 
conditions are vastly different today,  so that it is not sufficient to 
draw simple analogical conclusions in order to decide which instruments 
are the best for the developing countries.    As far as international 
fairs and exhibitions art; concerned,  this means in concrete terms that 
it is incorrect,  in my opinion,  to say that the developing countries 
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now find themselves in similar circumstances  to those of the West 
European countries in the second half of the last century,  and that 
therefore only a certain typo  of fair will bo  of optimum effect for 
such countries,     ün the contrary,  I foul that certain fundamentals 
with regard to international  fairs -\nd exhibitions  apr>ly equally well 
to both the highly industrialized cud the  loss developed countries, 
and one of tho most important  of such fundamentals  is that inter- 
national fairs  and exhibitions must mirror the  actual economic 
development of  a specific branch of industry or oven an entire national 
economy.    However,  they can be  not only a mirror in th.; passive Sense, 
but also an instrument for the shaping ana farming of such a specific 
branch of industry or oven a whole national economy.    And that is just 
tha starting point for my deliberations as te  th.;  extent to which this 
superlative instrument of industrial croativonoss can and should bo used 
as an instrument of development pelicy. 

The diagram in front of you provides a survey of the areas in which 
international  fairs and exhibitions can exercise their effect.     In my 
view,  tho only area in which we ¡should be chiefly interested is that 
encompassing industry and technology.    Te what extent fairs and exhibitions 
aro suitable fer influencing political,  ethical,   sociological and 
oultural areas is a matter of secondary importance for our discussion 
today. 

In relation to the domestic market or the inner ecorjmy,  inter- 
national fairs and exhibitions can   act as a promotional or steering 
instrument on three sectors:     firstly on that  of production,  secondly 
on that  of distribution and lastly on that   A' consumption. 

In the national economies  of industrially developed countries, 
special fairs have bec.mo established t,  cover these sectors,  some of 
which are quite narrow and specialized.    This  is  a reflection of the 
variegated and highly developed dorrò., of industrialization and 
marketing.    The situation in the loss deVei ,pod Countries is quito 
differont.    The general and fundnmeutal need for oc ,i. mie development 
precludes such diversification. 

It would also be at variance with the state of development reached 
by tho various national economies.    This is  the reason why the universal 
fair is found to be tho most widespread type of event in the loss dovoloped 
countrios.    However, this bears no resemblance - and here I wish to 
Correct a widespread orr.r - t.. the    Id type  of universal fair encountered 
in tho second half  .f the last century and even at the beginning of the 
present century in West burope.    The w.rld economic situation at present 
is quite different t .> that prevailing at the beginning- ...f this century, 
and exhibitors  fr^m the industrialized nations in particular participate 
in international fairs and exhibitions from quite different marketing 
standpoints than thoy did in the past, especially th.se held in the less 
developed countries. 

What function of devolopmeat policy can international fairs and 
exhibitions exercise with regard t- production?-   Well,  one of the main 
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characteristics of the loss developed countries is th^ necessity of 
building up their own industries and/or appropriato infrastructures. 
A prerequisite for this  is  to have tho ri^ht kind of capital goods. 
Only in rare cases are the  less developed countries in a position to 
produce sue!: capital goods  themsolv s.     In most cases,   these nations 
have no .,thor course but  tc  import them fr.m tho industrialized countries. 
It ia just in this area that international  fairs and exhibitions 
constitute an outstanding means f „r the duiK-stic industry, whether 
privato  or state-controlled,   to  obtain a comprehensive survey of the 
rangü of products available from the industrialized nations  on the 
sector cf capital goods. 

International fairs and exhibitions in a less developed country 
structured to support the said country»e development aims represent an 
ideal instrument of information, with which the relevant industrial 
circles can obtain a full  picture of the cheapest and most effective 
production facilities.    In this respect,   international fairs and 
exhibitions represent a convenient and above all inexpensive means for 
the appropriate private or state-controlled industrial authorities to 
obtain a comprehensive survey,  especially when they are hold in their 
own country.    A prime requisite for this,  however, i3 for the international 
fair to be structured so as  tc comply with the development needs of the 
relevant country.    This means that the exhibition companies of the less 
developed countries will have  to seek closer contact and improved 
communication with their development institutions.    Only then will it be 
possible for the exhibition companies to plan events which will bring 
worthwhile benefits.    What has been said for the sector of capital goods 
applies equally well to that of consumer goods.    International fairs 
and exhibitions offer the possibility here too for the local population 
to obtain a survey of the range of consumer goods offered, whether from 
national production or imports. 

International fairs and exhibitions also have an educational effect 
on distribution.    Particularly in the less developed countries, the sector 
of distribución does not  enjoy the significance accorded to it in the 
industrialized countries.     International  fairs and exhibitions can make it 
closer to the foreign trade,   the wholesale trade and the retail trade in 
the less developed countries what possibilities,  opportunities *nd functions 
are available for these sectors of the economy.    It must be the aim of the 
exhibition companies in the  less developed countries to leave their trading 
institutions in no doubt that the international fairs and exhibitions which 
they organize are important centralized opportunities for them to obtain 
information and guidance.    This is a prerequisite for placing the various 
trading sectors in a position to supply the population with the necessary 
goods in optimum manner and at the cheapest prices. 

The final sector,  which I would like to touch on briefly, is that of 
consumption.    Here, international fairs and exhibitions are suitable for 
triggering consumer desire in the country's population by presenting the 
variety of available products in an attractive framework. 
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I may be allowed to summarise by saying that,  from the viewpoint 
of development policy,   the  function of international fairB and 
exhibitions in relation to thy domestic market and/or the national 
economy,  can be regarded as  follows: 

1.)   They can make a significant contribution to the optimum coverage 
of import requirements  of the loss developed countries  on the 
sector of oapital  and consumer goods« 

2.^   They represent an outstanding means  of contributing to tho 
transfer of technological know-how from tho industrialized to the 
lese industrialized nations. 

3.)   The confrontation with exhibitors from the highly developed industrial 
nations enables the domestic industry and trade to become familiar 
with modern marketing methods. 

4«)    The presentation of a wide range of consumer goods to the largest 
possible section of the population generates consumer desire, 
which in turn exerciase a growth-encouraging influence. 

5»)    This is a point which we are not keen on hearing in the more 
oxport-conscious countries, but nevertheless,  it must be mentioned 
here in order to complu the picture.     It can be made clear to the 
domestic industry and population at international fairs and 
exhibitions that the country's own industry is fully capable of 
offering certain categories of cpaital and consumer goods of 
equal standard.    To this extent,  international fairs and exhibitions 
also servo to give industrial circles and also the public in general 
a clearer idea of the areas in which imports cai: be saved by 
production. 

In moBt of the less developed countries,  the international fairs and 
oxhibitions held therein have been of significance mainly for the internal 
market or the inner economy of the oountry concerned,    I am convinced, 
howavor,  that one of tho most important functions of exhibition companies 
in the less developed countries is to take steps to ensure that the 
international fairs and exhibitions they organize are also of significance 
for the economic areas beyond    the borders of the country concerned. 
One of the chief disadvantages of the  less developed countries,  particularly 
as regards the production of consumer goods,  is that the domestic demand, 
inhibited as it is by low purchasing potential, is often inadequate to 
cause the quantities to be produced which would place production on a 
rational, and therefore cheap,  footing.    Hero, the aim must be to create 
economic areas which would generate a demand for sufficient quantities 
backed by adequate purchasing power to enable cheap production to become 
feasible.    International fairs and exhibitions aimed at specific 
supranational economic areas can render an effective contribution in this 
respect.    The aim of the  exhibition companies in the  less developed 
countries must therefore be not only to organize international fairs and 
exhibitions with thu development needs „f their own countries in mind, 
but also to look beyond their borders,  to recognize the possibilities that 
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larger economic arcas huid f ^r their events and plan them 
accordingly. 

Up to now I havo only briefly outlined  the areas in which inter- 
national fairs and exhibitions as an instrument of dev ¡lopment 
promotion are of significare...     I have not attomptod to draw a compioto 
picture, for I fool it would bo of more benefit te go mere closely into 
this or that  particular point in the course  of the discussion.    Let me 
just detail  the organizational aspects which  it Ì3 essential to take into 
account in the conception of international  fairs and exhibitions, 
especially when they have a particular object in the framework of 
development policy. 

I pointed out at the beginning that international fairs and 
exhibitions constitute a mirror of a specific economic situation ur a 
specific stage of development. 

International fairs and exhibitions thus have to be guided by the 
market.    There are thus two factors which are of paramount importance 
for the presentation of international fairs and exhibitions:    Firstly their 
ultimate aims as a facet of development policy, and secondly the 
prevailing market structure or structures.    And this brings us to the all- 
decisive point.    It is my conviction that international fairs and 
exhibitions can only be successfully implemented at all if the market 
partner is encouraged to take part in their conception.    I would like to 
state quite plainly here that although the institution of Honorary 
Presidency,  Presidency or other office is often necessary for reasons 
of protocol,  these do not represent any sponsoring body of an international 
fair or exhibition.    It is much more important for the relevant industrial 
circles to be given the opportunity te. participate and to have a say in 
conception and presentation.    Here I feel that there are many possibilities 
for improvement available for the exhibition companies in the leBs 
developed countries.    In the Federal Republic,  for instance, it is usual 
for all thi   larger and more importnt events to appoint an advisory 
committee,   on which the relevant industrial circles are represented.    These 
committees have a large say in the matter of the presentation and 
conception of the exhibitions concerned, and this plays an important part 
in ensuring that the needs of the particular industrial circles are tak«n 
fully into account.    On the .ther hand, the degree of identification of 
the said industrial circles with the particular event is much greater than 
it would be without such participation.    I have given prime importance to 
this point,  because it has been my impression hitherto that politics and 
protocol have been accorded too much significance in connexion with 
international fairs and exhibitions held in tho less developed countries. 

It is the business of exhibition companies to sell space, of Course, 
but this ìB not thair only function.    The world market is in a state of 
flux, and the necessity to determine economic trends from the state of 
the market become even more urgent with every increase in economic 
integration. 
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International fairs  and exhibitions arc therefore subject t.  constant 
chango analogously to the shifts of tho rarket.    The n Ti-hardware 
service functions of the  exhibition Compunioo are  t und t..  expand 
accordingly.     Thia development has boon discernible  f r a great number 
of years in the Countries  J' Weatorj   ¿uTope,  especially in tho  Foderai 
Republic.     It is precisely with a view t> utilizing international fairs 
and exhibitions as an instrument  _f development promotion that the 
exhibition companies in the  loss developed countries must creato the 
organizatio.ial prerequisites  for the  provision  ä such services.    In 
concrete terms,  this means  that the oxhibiti  n Companies must givo their 
international  fairs and exhibitions a structure c.rrosponding t . the aims 
of their development p licy.    A c nditi-n for this  is Comprehensive know- 
ledge   jf the  structuTo   of the national economy and the noeds   .„f the 
country resulting therefre«, n..t to forget close contact with the 
institutions responsible  for ev.lving and defining development  policy, 
The exhibition Companies must possess  the capability    f net  only offering 
thior clients  optimum hardware, i.e.   suitable halls with commensurate 
technical equipment, but also the corresponding Software, i.e. market and 
structure data.    This I regard as one  of the main functions  of tho 
exhibition companies,  precisely in ragard t. the promotion of industrial 
development  of their own c untries.     However,  this function can be fulfilled 
only if the  exhibition companies,  including also those in the loss 
developed countries,  establish their own market research and/or marketing 
departments. 

I would ¿nmt like tj say a few brief Words   ,n the subject  of the 
necessary hardware, which is one of the preconditions for the implementation 
of an international fair. 

It goes without saying that suitable premises or halls are one of tho 
basic necessities for a successful international fair or exhibition. 
However, there are huge differences botween the various less developed 
countries in the matter   A the facilities available on such premises. 
Solidly built, weatherproof hails si ould be given prefjrenco over any 
improvised buildings.     Only in this way can smooth irplementation of 
an international fair or exhibition bo guaranteed.     Such premises also 
pro-vide the facility of  offering Comfort and convenience f. r both exhibitor» 
and visitors.    The very fact that international fairs and exhibitions in 
the less developed Countries mainly display capital goods fr.m highly 
industrialized countries makes it necessary for tho exhibition halls 
to be provided with c .mmonsura^e technical equipment.     It is recommended 
that such halls should have adequate electric, gas,  water and c mprossed-air 
connexions.     In addition,  Care should be takon to ensuTo that such 
o-nnuxions should be available everywhere in tho halls without any great 
amount of wiring   r pipelaying being entailed.    I would like to give  one 
example in this connexion.    My Company has halls at its disposal which 
were built before the Second W rid War.    Technical knoW-h.w in those days 
was not by any me-ana up to today's requirements,    üne   >f our main problems 
in the past was that the stands had t . be provided with tho necessary 
supply leads, which meant that the floor had to be ripped up every time 
in order to permit the supply leads  t. be  laid,    These  old halls have 
now been relaid with a completely new fio or based  on the  1-metre raster 

« 
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•satas.    In the halls featuring this new flooring system, it is possible 
to take up areas measuring 1 square metro at any required location and to 
connect tho supply leads as required.    Having had throe years of 
expérience with this system, wo now know that it enables supply leads 
to be laid much more cheaply with substantial reductions xn labour costs 
and time. 

Permit me now to mako a few remarks as to whether and to what extent 
exhibition companies should ,ff*r exhibitors standarized stands. 

I feel it should bo token for granted that exhibition companies 
•hould be able tu providu exhibitors with personnel for the erection of 
their stands.    These can either btí their own workmen or people provided 
by contractors to the order _f the exhibition Companies.    Here it is 
necessary for the exhibition Companies to train up a certain number of 
experienced workmen in tho course of time, in order to bo able to offer 
exhibitors an optimum service.    As far as standarized stands are concerned, 
J  "JOI that this is a question of secondary importance, especially f.r 
exhibition companies in the loss developed countries.    It has boon our 
own experience  that exhibitors have availed themselves of standardized 
stands at very few exhibitions although exhibitors from overseas countries 
seem to prefer thorn, as they cut down expense and aro less elaborate. 
As far aa the participation ->f German companies in international fairs and 
exhibitions in the less developed countries is concerned, it has been 
my experience that they rather prefer to erect their own stands and 
seldom make use of standarized    stands. 

I Wvuld liko to conclude the first part  ~f my discourse with an 
organization model of the type used today by most exhibition companies in 
tho Federal Republic of Germany.    The paramount factor here is the so- 
oalled project-orientated organization.    Thus, a project department 
undertakes the responsibility for the execution of a specific project.    The 
various project departments responsible for the execution of the diverse 
projects are grouped into a division, which w.rks in liaison with other 
division«, -i&mely the Marketing Dir  sion, the Finance Division,  the 
Administration Division and the Tuohiiical Division.    My own company 
adheres to this principle of organization, and I have to say that it has 
been very successful.    It is my conviction that the basic structure of 
this organization model can be adopted by exhibition companies in the 
less developed countries. 

Up to now I have only touched briefly on the problems inherent in 
the subject of my discourse.    Although a number of aspects have only been 
mentioned in passing, so to apoak, I am certain that the discussion will 
provide an opportunity for further clarification. 

I woulc. like to conclude by summarising the case history of a projoot 
executed by my company.    Thia will afford me the opportunity at the 
•ame time to deal with the third aspect of the significance of inter- 
national fairs and exhibitions as an instrument for the promotion of 
industrial development. 
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Within the schedule of events of the AkK Berlin,  the Overseas  Import Pair 
"Partners for Progress" is regarded as being of the utmost importance. 
As the years  passed, we have succeeded in raising this  event  to a universally 
recognized instrument of export  promotion ideally suitable for use by 
your countries.     Let me describe briefly how this event,  evolved. 

This Fair took place for the fir3t  part in  I96I,   the chief aim being 
to afford the general public a survey of the cultural  life of  the developing 
countries and of the commercial  difficulties they experienced.    At the 
beginning of the Sixties,   it was  a thing of great importance  to cultivate 
a certain image in regard to the developing countries,  in order to promote 
understanding on the part of  the general  public for the development aid 
programme.     The fair took placo twice in this  form until  I963,   exhibitors 
from Asiatic,  African awl Latin-American countries taking part  in turn. 

These special events were embedded in another exhibition,   which was 
likewise aimed at the public in general.    A3 the organizers,  we noticed 
very quickly that  one of the main problems of the participating djyeloping 
countries was  that  of boosting their exports to the industrialized nations. 
In the years between I964 and I969 inclusiv«,  w.3 took extra pains as 
organizers  to emphasize this aspuct and to bring the fair into line 
accordingly.     Our chief difficulty at this time was to make clear to the 
responsible  institutions in the developing countries which form of partici- 
pation with commercial aims would be most suitable, and under what conditions 
it would be  possible at all to sell their products in the Fed«ral Republic 
of Germany.     Locking back,  it can be said that 80$ of our work in connexion 
with the presentation of the Overseas Import Fair "Partners  for Progress" 
was mainly on the sector of advice and consulting.    The advisory services 
extended to questions of customs and duties,  legal provisions  concerning 
food,  the intricacies of trading regulations,  collection of statistical 
data,  advice  on the selection of goods to be exhibited at the  fair, and 
BO on.    It was  one  of our main aims in this respect to convince private 
export companion -as quickly as  possible  to take  part directly in this event, 
for it had been our experience that a participation co-ordinated exclusively 
by state aui   orities generally rcsul-.ed in dissatisfaction.    The important 
thing was to bring the p.'ivabe exporter from the developing country into 
contact with his German client.     In the course  of many trips  to the 
developing countries and numerous  discussions held there with  the state 
co-ordination authorities,  success was finally obtained in substantially 
increasing the participation of direct privat« exhibitors from the 
developing countries in this event. 

Simultaneously with the intensive advice given to participating countries 
of the Third World,  great efforts  were made to interest  potential German 
purchasers in this fair.    This called for intensive effort, for at that 
time,  in the mid-Sixties,  interest in the developing countries  as supply 
sources was not by any means a3 widespread as it is today.    Here too, as 
the result of intensive perserverance over a number of years,  a situation 
was achieved by the end of I969 which made it appear feasible  to separate 
the Overseas Import Fair "Partners for Progress" from its former setting 
as part of another event and make it a completely independent fair. 
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Here it was our primary conoern to emphasize the special character of the 
event.    In the past when it had been integrated in another exhibition, 
the general publio had had access to this event during its entire duration. 
This turned out to be decidedly disadvantageous,  for it quickly beoame 
apparent that theru was a divergence of interests with regard to the aims 
of the various developing countries; some exhibitors were interested only 
in direct contact with the public, others sought only contact with buyers 
and importers.    Por this reason, the Overseas Import Fair "Partners for 
Progress" has been presented as an indopendont exhibition since 1970« 
It runs for a total of 5 days.    The first four days are devoted to trade 
buyers, while on th« last day, a Monday,  the fair is opened to the general 
public.    This solution has been highly successful. 

Wherein, you may ask, lies the special importance and significance 
of this event for your country? 

Well, for one thing the Overseas Import Pair "Partners for Progress" 
is Europe's only fair devoted solely to overseas imports.    This is a point 
which merits close attention.    Ladies and gentlemen, you are aware that 
we in the Federal Republic of Germany have a well-defined trade fair 
system.    For this reason we are always being asked why the non-Bpecialized 
Overseas Import Pair "Partners for Progress" is of such particular importance 
for exhibitors or exporters from overseas developing countries.    Her« it 
should be noted that the overseas import trade is a business sui generis. 
According to statements made by the Federal Association of German Wholesale 
and Foreign Traders, we have about 30,000 firms in the Federal Republic 
of Germany that import direct.    However, it should be noted that of these 
30,000 direct importers, the overwhelming majority conduct their business 
with the European neighbouring countries, and most of them are therefore of 
no importance as potential customers for tho overseas developing countries. 
According to estimations of the said Federal Association of German Wholesale 
and Foreign Traders, there are scarcely more than 2,000 to 3|000 firms in 
the Federal Republic of Germany whoso main business is overseas imports.    In 
the course of the years, ve in th« Federal Republic of Germany have suoceeded 
in convincing not only these firms, but also others with only a vory minor 
interest in the overseas import business that the Overseas Import Fair 
"Partners for Progress" is their event.    And not a product-related event, 
but more a trade «vent related to a stage of business.    We are asked again 
and again by th« participating countries whether it would not be more 
advantageous to take part in a specific trade fair in order to push special 
products.    Our experience and that of our exhibitors has shown that this is 
not favourable.    The main reason is that the extremely specialized product- 
related events may be well attended by representatives of the large companies, 
but these are special buyers, not staff members of the import departments 
of such compcJiies.    And it is preoisely of such importance for exhibitors 
from overseas to establish contact with staff members or head of import 
departments, especially those employed by the large warehouses, department 
stores and mail order companies.    It is these departments which decide 
what it is to be imported and in what quantities.    Of course, they avail 
themselves of the expert advice of the professional buyer, but it is the 
import department that has the final say. 
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I trust this example will suffice to show that it is no longer 
possible nowadays just to let space or próvido the necessary teohnical 
equipment for a fair,  especially when starting to build up now events. 
Intensiva advisory and contact-making activity is absolutely essential. 
However, it is just as necessary to obtain the information on tho scene 
which the fair is intended to reflect, in order to enable its presentation 
to be attuned to tho circumstances of the market.    Indeed, consulting 
activities account for tho main weight of our efforts in connexion with 
the Overseas Import Pair "Partners for Progress" organized by my company. 
Some of tho measures we adopt here are necessarily individual.    If I may 
be allowed to cite one example:    If, on the basis of market surveys 
provided by us to various countries on request,  a certain land has 
deoided to give special effort to the promotion of a specific produot or 
produot range,  and informs us in good time accordingly, we organize spaoial 
publicity campaigns for this certain land or its exhibitors, »end infor- 
mation material to the appropriate industrial circles and during our all- 
the-year-round contact with the more important importers and department 
stores and mail order houses, we keep drawing attention to the participation 
of this country with this speoific produot. 

In conclusion,  I would like to mention that the significance of the 
Overseas Import Pair "Partners for Progress" has also been given recognition 
by the Federal Government.    For the participation of the developing countries 
in this event, promotion funds are at our disposal which are intended to 
support tho participation of the developing countries and ameliorate their 
ohronio shortage of foreign currency.    In addition,  tho Federal Government 
has reoognized that this event in particular is an excellent moans of 
promoting imports from the developing countries.    For the area of non- 
liboralizod industrial goodB,  exhibition quotas of substantial scope have 
been fixed for this event, the only one in the Federal Republic to reoeive 
such recognition.    The main quotas have been fixed for textiles, as these 
are the only industrial products that are not completely liberalized. 
The magnitude of this support amounted to TO million EM this year. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I trust that this brief review I have been 
able to give you of the pverseas Import Fair "Partners for Progress" has 
given you some idea of its nature, if indeed you are not already familiar 
with it.    I think this would be a suitable point to end my talk, and I 
would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.   Many thanks for 
your attention. 
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PAIRS PBOttOTB INDUSTRIALIZATION OF THE THIRD WORLD 

By 

Carl-Ferdinand von der Heyde 

Wy presidents,  ladies and gentlemen, 

The past two years have clearly revealed the interdependence of 

all nations of the globe and of their economies in a very drastic 

manner.    The energy crisis, reorganization of the world monetary 

system,  the immense drainage of currency reserves from the industrial 

nations to the OPKC countries,  the contrast between developing countries 

with rich and poor oil resources and,   finally,   the inflationary trends 

in many nations have shown that structural and market  changes in the 

economy cannot be restricted to certain countries or groups of countries. 

They affect all nations to a differing extent. 

Initial signs of a recovery from the world-wide recession have 

been noted in recent months but the different  effects  of this recession 

and world uncertainty with regard to the future development have by no 

means been overcome.    A genuine partnership between all nations of the 

globe is needed to solve the problems  linked with this.    This means a 

further expansion of mutual dependence which can also make a contribution 

to the preservation of world peaoe. 

Dependence and integration along the lines of a partnership can 

have a positive effect  on the socio-économie and economic talance between 

the nations.    For such a partnership a potential of which too little use 

has so far been made exists between the developing countries on the one 

hand and the industrial nations on the other hand.    I therefore weloome 

the fact that UNIDO has focused attention at this consultation on the 

promotion of industrialization of developing countries by a partnership 

with each other and with the industrial nations.    For me it is a special 

pleasure and honour to be able *o speak to this gathering of experts and 

give some answers to the question as to the extent to which trade fairs can 

promote the industrialization of developing countries. 
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The socio-economic infrastructure of a country is largely 

dependent on its degree of industrialization     This industrialization 

not only offers the material basis for development of the standard 

of living but al30 influences civilizing and cultural development. 

It oan only be successful if, at the same time,  the entire infra- 

structure of a country is adapted to progressive industrialization. 

This not only applies to the supply of energy,  transportation and 

communications in the widest sense but also to education in particular, 

that is to say - the training of skilled workers, tradesmen,  technicians, 

scientists, administrative specialists and self-employed persons for 

whom progressive industrialization provides not only the possibility 

but also the necessity of employment. 

All three developments - industrialization, training and infra- 

structure - are dependent on each other and must take equal precedence. 

This oalls for long-term and carefully arranged planning.    It calls for 

a realistic assessment of the appropriate developing country's own 

possibilities and of additional possibilities arising under a partner- 

ship and cooperation with other countries. 

Trade fairs  offer an efficient and neutral platform for this 

planning and its realization.   This is the case for participation of 

a developing country as an exhibitor, visitor or partner to discussion 

at a foreign fair and for the organization of fairs and exhibitions 

at home. 

One important aspect in this connexion is the target linked with 

participation in a fair or with its organization.   To simplify matters 

I should like to summarize these different targets - the aims of the fair 

under the following groups: 

1. Promotion of exports of raw materials,  foods, semi-finished 

products or finished industrial products. 

2. Promotion of the sale of servioes in job-finishing, transportation 

or tourism. 

3. Initiation or strengthening of cooperation on a government or 

commercial level in industry, technology,  capital or administration. 

4. Promotion of a country's image and of its population or its economy. 
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Let me first deal with the participation of developing countries 

in international fairs abroad. 

Participation in international fairs 

Trade fairs and exhibitions are instruments of the market economy 

which serve either direct or indirect comercial aims.    Under general 

marketing arrangements they are intended to give the firms represented 

at them an opportunity of initiating,   fostering, widening and re- 

orientating business  ties.    Where official national exhibits are 

involved they have the same assignment in connexion with trade relations 

and international techo-ecientific cooperation.    It costs money to 

participate in trade fairs.    They are investments of capital and time. 

And,  like every investment,  they can only yield a maximum of commercial 

advantages if they are carefully planned,   prepared,  organized and 

analyzed. 

Planning 

Planning includes,  for one thing,  establishment of the fair targets 

already mentioned and,  as a result of this,   choice of the place for 

the fair.    A condition governing participation in an international trade 

fair is that the products of the country or of its economy should tally 

with the range of exhibits of an existing or new trade fair and that 

visitors to the fair should be customers of the exhibitor or country - 

in other words consumers, dealers or major buyers.    In addition it is 

necessary to ensure that orders can be placed and information supplied 

during participation in a trade fair. 

If these fundamental conditions exist  the fair's targets must 

be fixed, in other words it must be decided whether the main object 

of participation in the fair is marketing,   sales preparations and 

control, the offer of services or cooperation.    Typical fair airas in 

connexion with marketing are seasonal,  stock replenishment and supplementary 

orders, the making of offers, introduction of new products,   fostering 

contacts, advice,   initiating new business ties on a regional,  national 

or international level, representatives»  viBits, obtaining the services 

of agents and the granting or acquisition of licences and patents. 
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Sales preparations and controls include, among other things, 

market research, an analysis of competition, analysis and 

organization of sales channels, an analysis of product ranges, 

product tests and design, advertising, sales promotion,  regional 

and international public relations, horizontal and vertical market 

discussions and market agreements. 

The services sector mainly covers job-finishing, that is the 

production of articles as specified by and for a foreign customer 

who himself markets the finished producta in the developing country. 

another form of service is charter shipping or registration of 

foreign ships in the developing country.    Finally,  tourism is another 

aspect of this seotor, including the advertising necessary for this 

purpose. 

Cooperati«    is taken as meaning economic and/or technical 

collaboration.    It can be bilateral or multilateral and affect the 

production or distribution of products.    This includes jointly 

operated firms in the partner countries or in other nations.    But 

cooperation can also be the importation of technical/soientific 

know-how through an industrial nation setting up production, 

communication or supply systems in the developing country.    The 

training of specialists in skilled trades, technical fields or 

administration can also be a part of this.    This training can be 

given in the developing country itself or in the industrial partner 

country.    In many cases cooperation also covers the question of 

investments or exports of oapital by the government or economy of 

the industrial nation. 

Another point of importance is which economic area is to be 

covered and whether tho main omphasiB of export efforts lies on a 

bilateral or multilateral level.    In practice an exhibitor will usually 

pursue several of these trade fair aimB which should be realized with 

a minimum of expense and time.    The extent to which these aims can 

be achieved depends not only on preparation, organization and evaluation 

of participation in the fair but also on the ohoice of the fair and 

efficiency of the company organizing it. 
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Choice of the place for the fair 

Important aspects when choosing a trade fair are its nature, 

timing,  fraquency,  site,  product range and group of visitors.    Its 

timing,  frequency,  duration and makeup of products must be in line 

with the structure and selling rhythm of the commercial groups 

represented at it as exhibitors and buyers. 

As  far as the nature of a fair is  concerned one should first 

make a very clear distinction between fairs and exhibitions. 

Pairs are events with a market emphasis which usually last for 

only three to ten days and are not open to the general public. They 

bring together supply and demand, represented by producers on the 

one hand and dealers or major buyers on the other hand, and reflect 

the market situation in a national or international setting. 

Exhibitions,  on the other hand,  put the accent on information. They 

normally last for weeks or even months,  make their main appeal to the 

final consumer and have the aim of instructing or advertising. 

There are universal fairs with a wide selection of unassociated 

groups of goods,  trade fairs - also referred to in some countries as 

salons, which have specialized,  on thû supply or demand side,  in 

some or a few related sectors and,  finally, multi-sector fairs at 

which ancillary trade fairs are staged simultaneously but in separate 

halls.    Pairs and exhibitions may be regional, national or inter- 

national.    They may be held on a single  occasion or at regular 

intervals. They can have a permanent venue or wander from one place 

to another.    Their frequency and timing are arranged according to the 

selling rhythm - frequently seasonal - of the particular sector and 

according to the periods  of time needed to develop new types or 

models. 

One special feature of recognizod international trade fairs is 

their multilateral nature which enables  exhibitors to do business 

with partners from a large number of nations.    To give an example, 

with the 18 different international trade fairs held regularly by the 

Cologne Pair Company every other exhibitor and every third visitor 

ooraes,  on the average, from abroad. 
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In addition to fairs and exhibitions there are events similar 

to fairs arranged by trade associations,  although these are only 

of regional importance, and also general consumer exhibitions which 

play only a minor part in the .narket economy. 

Trade marts and other forms of trade centres of the kind that 

have originated mainly in the U.S.A,   in the last decade are of 

limited market importance,    The big distances to be covered within 

the American home market made it necessary for manufacturers and 

importers to set up permanent centers as purely regional marketing 

bases.    They are open throughout the vetr and, unlike the interna- 

tional fairs lasting only a few cays,  do not provide a basis for 

multilateral sales nor do thoy offer efficient opportunities of 

communication between top managements and government representatives 

and do not therefore form a basis for talks on cooperation.    The 

costs involved are very much bigger than for participation in a 

fair.    Another very problematic aspect is to man a stand with 

competent personnel for the viol« year.    The trade marts that havo 

oome into being in Europe in recent years are also mainly of a 

regional nature with regard to their marketing aims and of no 

importance to industrir-liaaticn of the developing countries. 

The site chosen for a fair,   that is to say its ecogeographical 

situation, is important as regards the likely group of visitors which 

may be regional,  national or international.    This is where communi- 

cations, accommodation facilities and the proximity to concentrated 

consumer areas play a part.    In assessing the groups of visitors 

encountered at a fair the exhibitor should pay less attention to 

their quantity and more to their Branding ard international cross- 

section.    In this respect it is important whether the exhibitor mainly 

wishes to contact the trade,  importers and major buyers,  potential 

representatives and agent3 or  the genera], public. 

The other exhibitors at a fair - in other words the scope, 

quality and concentration of the range of exhibits - are another 

faotor in deciding the draw the fair has for visitors.    Before 

taking part in a fair it should therefore be considered whether the 

range of products really reflsots a genuine image of the market 

and whether the standing of the other exhibitors corresponds to the 
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importance of the exhibiting firm or country, Hure again it is not 

so much a question of the number of exhibitors and size of the floor 

space occupied but whether all leading producers from this branch 

of industry are represented, either on a national or international 

level. 

J 

Forms of participation 

Apart from the cost factor all  these considerations are 

important in deciding whether individual firms or institutions 

should exhibit at a fair on their own or within a joint exhibit 

or national pavilion organized by their country. 

Participation can be arranged in a specialized trade fair for 

a particular sector or in a fair designed to meet the special 

requirements  of developing countries.     One  example of an inter- 

national trade fair is AMJGA - the World Pood Market - which is 

held in Cologne every other year.     In September of this year 

exhibitors at Cologne's AMJGA.  which  occupies a floor space of 

1,721,600 sq.   ft., included 47 developing countries, 37 of them 

taking part in national exhibits or pavilions.    Altogether developing 

countries exhibit regularly at ten different international trade 

fairs  in Cologne.    The main countries  from Latin America are 

Argentina, Brazil and Colombia. 

One event specially catering to the interests of developing 

countries is the overaeae import fair "Partner des Fortschritts" 

("Partners in Progress") in Borlin.     It has been hold annually 

since  1963.    About  1,000 overseas  institutions and firms from 55 

nations  took part in it last September and occupied a floor 3pace 

of 247,480 sq.   ft.    Twu important special  events were held in 

conjunction with this fair and in collaboration with UNIDO,  the 

German Ministry for Economic Cooperation and the German Foundation 

for International Developmont Aid •- the 4th Consultation Meeting 

on Product Adaptation and Development  for Export Industries,  the 

Conference on Industrial Promotion and the  International Consulting 

Forum between Arab and European countries.     Both -vents were des- 

cribed by the foreign participants as  very useful and successful. 

.£ 
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The so-called national exhibition is another form of 

exhibitions abroad.    It is an independent event relating to one 

nation only and provides a wealth of information on the country, 

its people and eoonomy.    It i<3 usually held in the vicinity of the 

partioular country's oapital and also makes an appeal to the 

general public in that region.    Its aims are to moke contacts 

with the government and industry as well as to promote the 

exhibiting country's image.    In view of its exclusiveness an event 

of this kind can expect intense and far-reaching coverage in all 

information media, as revealed by the Chinese National Exhibition 

in Cologne this June. 

Another version of the national exhibition is what is known 

as the "National Week" organized by a oountry in one town in 

conjunction with the municipal authorities and the local retail 

trade.    During a "Moroccan Week", for example, the nation's 

products such as foods, arts and crafts are offered in department 

stores.    This is usually combined with folklore programmes.    The 

aims are the promotion of local soleB and touristic advertising. 

Finally,  the choice of the place for the fair will also depend 

on the reputation and experience of the organizing company and its 

connexions at home and abroad.    Other factors are the situation, 

aise and buildings of the fair grounds as well as technical and 

organizational services.    A trade fair company should also have an 

exaot knowledge of the industrial and trade situation and develop*? 

ment trends so as to offer a guarantee of being able to stage fairs 

geared to market requirements.    To ensure this knowledge and to 

satisfy the justified wishes of exhibitors and visitors the fair 

oompany should be advised by a Council on which the various groups 

of exhibitors and all levels of the trade or buyers attending the 

fair should be represented.     If possible those responsible for 

arranging participation in a fair should themselves visit the fair 

in question to gather all the necessary information on its speoial 

features before commencing preparations for actual participation. 
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Preparations 

Preparations for participation in a fair include, in addition to 

stand design, choice and display of products and deciding on stand 

personnel, advance advertising, descriptive literature to be dis- 

tributed at the fair, reservation of accommodation and, where 

applicable,  the issuing of invitations to +h; firm's receptions and 

press conferences.    Lastly, preparations also include the sending of 

information and descriptive literature to the fair company which then 

passes on these materials to the publicity media through its press 

offioe either before or during the fair.    All these preparations are 

cost factors which have to be included in budget planning for par- 

ticipation in a fair. 

The design of the exhibition stand should be concentrated lesa 

on ostentation than on emphasizing the achievement,  products and 

personal features  of the exhibiting country or firm.    ItB size, 

situation and makeup should bo commensurate with but not exceed the 

space needed for the exhibits and the importance of the exhibiting 

country. 

Presentation of the products selected for the fair should be 

clean and unpretentious.    Here effective placing of new and special 

products is just as important as a brief and matter-of-fact des- 

cription of all exhibits. 

One important requirement for successful participation in a fair 

is experience and efficiency of stand personnel.    A fair usually lasts 

only a few dayB during which business tits are to be made for many 

years.    If high-ranking persons from the exhibiting country are present 

on the stand on all days of the fair the competent partners for 

discussions from the economy and government will also be represented 

among the visitors and the fair will be a genuine neutral meeting 

place for that particular sector.    Experts able to give foreign 

visitors information on consignment and customs matters and to answer 

questions for representatives of the press,  radio and television 

should also be available on the stand.     It may also be advisable for 

members of the embassy of the exhibiting country to be present and, 

where applicable,  representatives of foreign agents of national firms. 
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Advice 

There are a whole number of institutions that can offer 

valuable advice in preparing participation in trade fairs.    In 

addition to the UNIDO these aro mainly the embassy of the developing 

country in the nation where the fair is held and,  conversely, the 

embassy of the industrial nation in the developing country itself. 

But mixed or international Chambers of Commerce and trade organizations 

of the industrial countries are also available to provide information 

on participation in trade fairs.    Detailed information is obtainable 

through the official representatives maintained by leadi g European 

trade fair companies in many developing countries. 

The European Committee of Engineering Firms - CEBI, Brussels, 

and the European Committee of Consulting Engineers - CEDIC, Essen, 

are of special importance.    Both institutions offer their servioes to 

governments and individual firms from developing countries and 

industrial nations for advising on technical aspects of cooperation. 

A number of industrial nations have special ministries for economic 

coopération with developing countries.    These ministries not only advise 

and assist in general matters connected with cooperation but also with 

regard to the participation of developing countries in trade fairs. 

Another feature of preparations is the provision of advance 

information to existing or potential business partners abroad, including 

government departments.    Appointments for talks, visits to work or 

business negotiations should be fixed well in advance with industry 

or government. 

Procedure 

The form of procedure adopted when taking part in a trade fair 

also dependa on the exhibitor's aims at  t'ie fair.    However,  certain 

fundamental organizational principles are generally applicable;  for all 

day« of the fair there should be a duty roster which stipulates who 

ha« to be on the stand at a given time and what his duties are.    This 

also includes participation in supporting events of one's own firm or 

country,   of the fair company or others. 
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The most important points of participation in a fair are the 

talks which lead to orders,  future business ties or yield information. 

And BO, in addition to registering enquiries and booking orders note» 

should also be made on the gist of all talks.     In particular the names 

and addresses of all visitors with whom serious talks were held on the 

stand should bo recorded or lints. 

J 

Analysis 

An analysis of the fair'3 results should be commenced directly 

after it ends.    This mearía that all orders and enquiries should not 

only be dealt with promptly and conscientiously but any agreements made 

should also be confirmed.    Notes or investigations of product teats, 

the competitive situation, development of the market, possibilities 

of cooperation and so on should be analysed immediately and it is 

important that thi3 information should be made accessible to all 

government departments end industrial undertakings of one's own country 

that could be interested in it. 

In the long run this analysis is the only measure of the fair's 

success which is derived from the sum total of all business concluded 

or prepared at a fair, cooperation agreements reached, ties fostered 

or new contacts made and the market knowledge avid experience acquired 

from participation in the fr.ir,    ^om this  follows an assessment of the 

extent to which the fair's aiiu have been reached, exceeded or not 

realized and the answer to the question as to whether the correiòt 

relationship exists between effort,  expenditure and result. 

Effeots of the recession 

The effect of the ucrld--.dde recession on trade fairs is of interest 

in this connexion.    The increasingly critical costs situation has 

naturally forced industry to adopt far-reaching eoonomy measures. 

This has mainly affected regional and national exhibitions but parti- 

cipation in recognized international traie fairs has grown in the lust 

two years, both as regards exhibitors and visitors.   This also applies 

to the developing countries.    In particular there has been a further 

increase in the Internationa] ity of supply and demand. 
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AB far as participation in its trade fairs is concerned 

industry h&s therefore reacted to the recession in a marked 

anticyclic manner.    With the intensification of international 

competition and increasing difficulties  in selling on the hone 

market and on export markets,  there has been a further growth In 

the importance of trade fairs in our market economy.    Information 

in the broadest  sense of the word ha3 become a salient feature 

supplementing the range of products at trade fairs.    This information 

not only results from talks and contacts on the stand but includes a 

variety of practical supporting events highlighting answers to 

problems and an exchange of notos and ideas.    Some of these are inter- 

national conventions and meetings dealing with natters of international 

cooperation.    In this respect too the fairs therefore offer developing 

countries special  opportunities. 

Trade fairs in Latin America 

In conclusion permit me to say a few words about fairs and 

exhibitions in the developing countries themselves.    It is an old 

maxim of businessmen that  products must b^  presented at the center 

of demand.    An example of this is provided by tho industrial 

exhibitions  of industrial nations in developing countries.    Their 

main aim is an exchange of goods and cooperation on a bilateral level. 

Conversely,  the developing countries should,  in pursuance of the demand 

for their products, take part in international fairs in the industrial 

nations if they are endeavouring to achieve the aim of trade and co- 

operation on a multilateral basis.    It  would not bo a promising 

outlook if  the  fairs in tho developing countries were to compete with 

the international tradu fairs in tha industrial nations. 

In my view the following aims could be realized in building up 

and expanding trade fairs in developing countries: 

1.      The  establishment  of medium 3iaed trade fair facilities 

that are efficient from the technical and organizational 

viewpoint,  including all services  for holding conventions. 
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2. Operation of trade fair amenities toy a permanent itaff 

of experts. 

3. The establishment of straightforward trade fairs 

oovering supply and demand of the particular country 

and of neighbouring countries. 

4. The establishment of informative and instructive trado 

exhibitions which appeal to the general public. 

5. The promotion of industrial nations*  exhibitions in 

the developing countries. 

6. Continuation of coopération in the trade fair sector 

within the Latin Amerioan nations and with UKIDO. 

Syspary 

Ladiss and gentleman, 

A considerable intensification of cooperation between the 

developing countries and the industrial nations is not merely a 

sooio-eoonomic and world political necessity for both groups of 

oountries but seems to be the obvious choice in mutual economic 

interests.   The developing oountries have the potential for a mors 

rapid process of industrialization and therefore for lessening 

political tension that is bound to result from a greatly differing 

standard of living, economio growth and general standard of eduoation. 

The industrial nations - and here I include the industrialized nations 

belonging to COMECON - have the technology, the organisational 

-*2 
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experience and tho capital that can make thi3 intensified 

industrialization and economic growth of the developing countries 

possible.    But a third group I should like to mention expressly is 

the OPEC countries who could be partners with a strong capital 

backing for the other developing countries and for the industrial 

nations.    International trade fairs in the industrial nations and 

fairs organized in the developing countries offer a neutral platform 

for efficient promotion of cooperation and for trade between all 

nations.    In this cooperation UMIDO plays the part of an unbiassed 

mediator and adviser.     I wish the UNIDO continued success in this 

assignment to the benefit of all nations on earth. 

I should like to thank you for your kind attention and shall 

be glad to answer any questions you may have. 
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CO-ORDINATION AMD HAIÎMONIZATION OP PAIR ACTIVITIES 

OP LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES 

by L. ierrio 

1. The various activities carried out by the Latin American countries 

through their particip-vtinc in or orfanizing international exhibition» 

and fairs are an integral  part of the various strategies that have been 

planned in each country at national level with the final purpose of 

achieving a greator expansion of exports, both in traditional and non- 

traditional products. 

Consequently, it is necoBsary to make a general analysis of the 

composition of Latin American exporta and to define what is understood 

by a strategy for the promotion of exports. 

2. In general terms,  the exporte of the Latin American countries oan be 

olassified in two major groupât 

(a) Traditional exports and 

(b) Non-traditional exports. 

The former, as thoir name indicates, have been traditionally exported 

by eaoh country over the years and in general constitute one of the bases 

on which the national economy roots.    That applies in the great majority 

of cases to agricultural producto Buch as coffee, sugar, cotton, bananas, 

etc 

The same exporting tradition has had the result of creating at the 

national level the specialised export and marketing machinery and systems, 

Which operate in a generally acceptable manner;    in addition,  international 

boards and agencies have been created which govern the production and 

marketing of these producta,  the fundamental objective   being to provide 

the highest poBsiblo degree of protection for the producer countries. 

Non-traditional exporto, on the other hand, are all other products, 

that io to eay, those that each country processes or produces according 

to the degree of induntrial development that it has achieved.    It is the 

exportation of these products to which wo shall devote our attention since, 
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with a few exceptions,  they encounter considerable competition in the 

markets of third countries from products originating in countries 

similar to ours.   These articles and products constitute the immense 

majority of those displayed at international exhibitions and fairs. 

3.      An export strategy is in essence a plan of action or an integrated 

complex of measures adopted by the public sector to increase and diversify 

its exports, both from the. point of view of the range of exportable 

products and of the markets to which they are sent.   A strategy comprises 

the determination of certain basic objectives,  the assignment and mobili- 

zation of resources to achieve them and the exercise of control to ensure 

the aocompliBhment of those aims. 

The most appropriate conception of a strategy iß one that considers 

exportation as an instrument to achieve development objectives and, 

consequently, evaluated its interaction with other elements of the economy. 

The expansion and diversification of exports is an important factor from 

the point of view of the development process as an integrated whole, 

since exportation not only generates foreign exchange but also serves as 

a stimulus to raise the general efficiency of production and to improve 

the utilisation of available resources. 

Thus, for the execution of an export strategy, the following must be 

oonaidered as being among the necessary conditions: 

- A national decision regarding a substantial increase in 
industrial exports; 

- Capacity to plan, co-ordinate and apply a series of coherent 
measures for the purpose of achieving this and other develop- 
ment objectives;    and 

- Adaptability of the instruments that the public sector employs 
to achieve these purposes and to orient the action of enter- 
prises and public agencies according to the development of 
world supply and demand. 

The adoption of a definite and explicit strategy for the development 

and diversification of exports ic necessary in order to induoe changes 

in the economic and institutional system, which will not develop spon- 

taneously to the extent required for the development of the Latin American 

countries and will not of themselves be suitable in nature. 
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4«      In the developed industrial countries export promotion activities 

oan "be concentrated on an pec to related to external demand for the 

country *e pro jacto and marketing, but in Latin America at the moment 

such activities) would "be wider in scope.    In fact,  it is necessary to 

stimulate and orient development of export capacity and supply in 

general, including the establishment of new industries and activities that 

have boeri the subject of economic planning from the outset with the 

purpose of production for export. 

As it is not only a question of penetrating international markets 

with new products but also of maintaining and increasing the total 

participation of exports in those markets,  it is necessary also to achieve 

a degree of efficiency in production and marketing that is comparable or 

superior to those of other competing countries, many of which may have 

roached higher lévelo of relative development.    ThUB it is essential 

to croate conditions to ensure that, once the production and exportation 

system as a whole has reached that level of efficiency, its productivity 

can be raised at the same or a higher rate than in other competing 

countries. 

It should be added that international competition in manufactures, 

as against in primary products, is not restricted to countries well supplied 

with natural resources but covers all countries that have managed to 

organize an efficient system for the processing of raw materials and the 

distribution of the finished products, whether or not they have the 

necessary natural resources. 

Thus it can be observed that some countries without natural resources 

have compensated for this lack by considerably increasing their efficiency 

in manufacturing and distribution. 

5.      An export strategy must take into account specific guidelines 

relating to export policies,  investment in the physical, econosic and 

social infrastructure; and other measures tending to expand and diversify 

exports.   In any cao«, as has already been indicated, the strategy must 

be co-ordinated with the development of the region and take account of 

the various differences between the countries. 

4 
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With the aim of stimulating both the production and supply of 

exportable producta at competitive prices, in line with international 

quality requirements, and LJ develop the action required in external 

markets and other aspects of the exporting proooea, it ie neceeeary to 

carry out indicative planning at regional level and operative planning 

at national level. 

6. The effectiveness of a regional strategy will depend upon the 

support that it io given by the Government and the private eeotor in 

the various countries, both at the entrepreneurial and at the labour 

level.   On the other hand, it will also depend on the degree of integration 

of that strategy with each country's external trade polioy, inoluding 

the activity of its trade representatives abroad. 

In this context, the external trade polioy may well be ooneidered 

as on« of the essential elements in the export development strategy. 

7. Other elements that rauut be considered in formulating the export 

strategy for non-traditional products might be as follows! 

- The allocation of high national priority to increasing and 
diversifying exporte; 

- Evaluation of eaoh country's resources and competitive 
advantages for the development of exports; 

- Carrying out research and continuous identification of 
new products for export and their adaptation to the 
requirements of international market of 

• Determination of potential markets for exportable produotsi 

- Establishment of penerai targets for exports by activity 
or product group. 
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8.      Instruments and machinery exist for implementing the export strategy. 

For purposes rf classification, althovjh rather arbitrarily, a distinction 

has been nade between machinery and instruments«    Instruments have been 

taken to mean measures which help "to oréate an institutional framework 

favourable to the development of exports, while machinery means those 

structures more direotly related to export activities. 

Apart from a series of programmes which constitute basic elements in 

the implementation of the export strategy, such as the study of marksts 

and of export capacity, technical assistance, technological rosearon, etc., 

mention should be made of other equally important activities, such as 

export promotion measures, which, along with the development of exports 

in the strict sense, are important faotors in stimulating an awareness 

of export possibilities among looal producers.    One of the most important 

of these activities is participation in international fairs and exhibitions* 

9*     These events serve a very useful purpose in familiarising manufacturers 

with the essential requirements of international markets.   They also permit 

identification, from the point of view of both the produoer and the public 

agencies participating, of technical assistance requirements and at the 

same time of the degree of relative competitiveness with relation to 

international markets and other potential exporters. 

The purposes mentioned above could be achieved through joint participa- 

tion in particular international fairs and exhibitions.   This type of 

participation is to be recommended in that it reduoes oosts for the 

individual participating countries and permits a better end more comprehensive 

selection of exhibits.   On the other hand, the large number of suoh 

international events taking place every year makes it neoessary carefully 

to select those in which participation will be most useful. 

For this purpose consideration must be given to both the interest 

existing on given markets and the products with which it is desired to 

penetrate markets, as well as the nature and reputation of the fair or 

exhibition in relation to the results which it is hoped to obtain from 

suoh participation. 
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10t   Mention has already been made o.' the oonfliderable number of fain 

and exhibitions held annually in various parts of the world;   the 

Latin Amaricen countries participate in some of these, depending on the 

actual nature of the event and its relationship with their own strategy 

for tho development of exporte* 

It is somewhat difficult to determine the number of fairs and 

similar events being organized at the world level at presenti    however, 

partial lieta are available in various specialised publications.   He ars 

aware of the more important events held at the Latin amarioan level, 

which may be genoral, sectoral, specialised or of some other nature« 

With regard to Latin Amerioa's participation in euoh fain, the 

degree of interest shown has varied»    thus, for example, one oountry 

participated in 47 events in the course of 1974, while others participated 

In only three or four. 

Ine participation of any country dependo logically on the financial 

and human resources at its dispooal for this purpose.    It is therefore 

extremely important carefully to study and evaluate those fairs in waxen 

it is proposed to participate, seeking to make maximum use of the various 

advantages and facilities generally offered to exhibitors. 

11. What has the result of the Latin American fairs been?   It is impossible 

to quantify the value of the commercial negotiatione which have taken place 

at these events, since the figures published initially are not a faithful 

reflection of what has happened;   it is also impossible to determine their 

oost.   Hie cost-benefit ratio can therefore not be assessed, but the fact 

is that, as a result of those activities, Latin American products have 

suoceeded in penetrating other markets and the countriee have eucoeeded 

in projecting a new image. Apparently, however, participation has not 

bean eo-ordinated at regional level, which, it la considered, would be 

desirable« 

12. Fain are organised in some European countries with special emphasis 

on the marketing of products and articles from developing oountriee, in 

which coessercial and industrial aeotors of a number of countries participate 
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jointlyj    this example could be followed.    In these evento, not only 

»re producers and exporters offered possibilities and facilities for 

exploring ap< :ific markots;    equipmet., is aleo exhibitor which could 

help thorn to improve and increase their production.    A two-way 

exchange iß thus provided for. 

While it in true that the level of industrial development of the 

Latin American countries does not lend itself to thiB type of activity, 

it is time to begin a snriouB study of the possibilities for joint 

participation, at leant by noverai countries, in nelected fairs. 

Appropriato industrial sectors could bo montionod, such as footwear, 

wood products, prepared foods and others.    Consideration could be given 

to providing, at specialized fairs, for joint participation and the 

display of manufactured articles in a single pavilion, a certain amount 

of independence between the different exhibitors being maintained. 

The degree of succena will inevitably vary, depending on particular 

marketing factors, but all the exhibitors would enjoy the same condition«. 

And those that did not suoceea in selling their products would have gained 

valuable experience which,  intelligently applied, would enable them to 

adapt their products to the requirements of the market,  with a resulting 

improvement in those products in the future and increased possibilities 

for export.    An excellent opportunity ic afforded for obtaining a very 

profitable ti jiefor of technology. 

13.    How should the participation of Latin American countries at inter- 

national fairs held at the regional level be harmonized and co-ordinated? 

This sort of task ia not an easy cne;    individual  Latin American 

countries, as everyone knows, arc at different stages of industrial 

development, with the result that export products and articles vary fro« 

country to country. 

The fairs being held at present are mostly general  in nature, and 

consequently producers and manufacturers of a wide range of articles 

participate, the exporters and exhibitors being tuidcrtakinge with the 

necessary financial capacity to covir the costs involved  in participation! 

they also have nome experience in the international marketing of their 

articles and are in the process of developing ,TìI export tradition;    it is 

precisely for theao. reasonn that  they participate xn such activities. 
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If we with to co-ordinate and harmoniza participation by 

Latin ¿»arican oountries in fairs «id «xhibitiona, th« bait approach 

would b« to begin by offering the opportunity of participation to 

thoao aaall undertakings which are not economically in a pooition to 

boar these coats, in apito of having a product or article which fulfils 

in« Minim» requisite« for marketing on a given market. 

Of course, there are 3mall concerns of this type in every oountry 

manufacturing many different articles, and it would be iapossible to 

aake a suitable selection if one is thinking in general tenis.    If, 

however, selection is confined to a given industrial aeotor, the ehoiee 
would not present great problema. 

Financing for their participation could ooae either fron the country 

of origin of what we could call the "invited" enterprises, or fron the 

actual fair itself.   In the former case, the compétent authorities oould 

sot aside a given sum for this object, channelled through the relevant 

egenoy responsible for export development, or alternatively that agonoy 

oould increase the participation charge for large enterprises ao as to 
create » fund for this purpose. 

On the second hypothesis, the fair could establish a siailar fund 

en the basis of small inoreases in the rents charged for exhibition space, 

the erioe for admission to the fair p omises, or another suitable source. 

Mhat is important is to obtain finanoing for this purpose. 

Thought could also be given to authorising the "invited" enterprises 

to sell the exhibits at a basaar which would be held immediately after the 
closure of the fair proper. 

Another possible method of financing would be for the hoot oountry 

to organise some kind of activity during the periods when the fair 

premisos are not being used, in order gradually to build up funaio.   The 

hoot country would send out invitations to those countries which it hai 

decided to invite so that they oould proceed in sufficient time to ssleet 
the enterprises to be "invited". 

± 
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Ih« arrangements iwtfreetwi woulJ give an opportunity to the •«•11 

industrialist to participate in theuo important activitien and develop 

the awareness of export poseibiliti««  *hich ii uo neccaerry. 

14.    In these subenti.emu attention is paid primarily to the small 

industrialist, since in this **y it will be possible to avoid the commercial 

competition which io bound to exint between larger enterprieo« with more 

expedience in ih 3 cale oi* their pro-iucte. 

••Invited" sntcrprinca would have to abide by the general provisions 

•hich would bo drawn up and  «nild govern their participation, einee tfcoy 

would bo subject to the decisione of the national export development agency. 
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HWL'OWdhlíiíATlONS 

The participants at the liegional ronoultation of Fair Directors in 

Latin America consider that  a fair uurvuo a useful  purpose as a aoeting- 

ploce and a centre for ne fot J at i one with a view to promoting commercial 

contacte and exchanging ideas on technolo^, equipment, capital pooda, 

f'.nancinc, exportn,  mvorrtmont  ana serviccc contributing to the social 

av<d economic development of  tap countrien concerned, and that, in addition, 

it  encouragea the public and  private Doctora to: 

(1) Increanc awaroncou of the poetibiliticc of industrial 
development, exporta arid international economic co- 
operation; 

(2) Obtain advisory service« in connexion with the purchase 
of equipmert, industrial decinn,  ¡rtandardination and 
quality control, packafiinç, concumcr preferences, 
market domami, commercial competition and other related 
subjectD; 

(3) Promote knowlodfc about the country find awaken interest 
ornons national and  fortigni viuitorc in ito economy, 
tountrt po^oibiliticr» and culture. 

The part i ci pant n alno consider that Many Latin American countries need 

advice, (»uidancc and actuutancu in the varicuc rrtareB of organization, opera- 

tion and promotion of their activities. 

In order to ^ive support to l'aira at a valuable inertruaent for the 

industrial dev<lopmunt oí the," count?-'J,  and increase the effective parti- 

cipation of these count rice 111 othti  fair;-,  regional  and wider international 

co-operation are naccccary* 

RBQ10NAL CO-OPERATION 

(a) Technical advice and aamrrtanee ohould be obtained with the 
aim of improving the operational,  orfani sat íonal and admini- 
strative structure for fairs and similar act 1vit ICE. 

(b) The Latin American countnee ohould neck to develop such 
•pocialized fairr. within the region an aro in line with 
their intercntc. 

(c) Co-ordination between fairs in the countries of the region 
ohould be promoted. 

Jl 
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(d) The organization of permanent information services at fair« 
held •'n the rcjion should te -remeted in order t-» publicise 
the industrial devolor,.-nent nr rrarames of each country« 

(e) The promotional efforts of these permanent  services should 
be intégrât od so that infoimation on the organization and 
functioning of the various fuira can be collected and dis- 
seminated. 

(f )   In combination wita the fairs held in the region, promo- 
tional programmer should be organized to spread inforna*io« 
on the industrial development and export potential of each 
country. 

(f) Personnel should be trained for various activities in this 
field. 

(h)   Consultation meetings should be organised. 

(i)   Attention should be drawn to the need to create suitabl- 
administrative systems and facilities in relation to 
customs, transport, insurance, etc. 

(j)   A calendar of fairs in the Latin American oountries should 
be drawn up. 

(k)   A recommendation should be addressed to the agencies responsible 
for international fairs in the region, if they are not yst 
members of the Association of International Fairs in America 
(AFIDA), that they should consider the possibility of joining 
the Association in order to reinforce co-operation* 

(1)   AFIDA should be asked to encourage, through its members, th« 
development of an awareness of the possibilities of fairs to- 
gether with the organization of the services mentioned in 
recosx ondation (e) above. 

MIDI« IWMWATIONAL CO-OPERATION 

Co-operation should be intensified between the bodies responsible for 

the various fairs organized by each country in the region and thomo of other 

oountries, particularly industrialized countries, as well as international 

organi sat ions concerned with fairs and exhibitions.   With this end in view, 

the participant» recommend that! 

(a)   Th« international fairs of industrialized countries should 
be encouraged to establish permanent services which will 
offer guidance and advice in order to maximixe the results 
of participation by the countries of the region. 

± 
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(b)   Participation by the industrialized countries in fair« in 
the region should be expanded and promoted so that they 
can "xhibit advanced tochnol r& which it in lir * with 
development profTfWPnoti. 

(e)   The suggestion should be made to organizers of international 
faire in industrialized countries thai, thoy should encourage 
visito by ont repreneurs from the count ri en of the region, 
thus ßivin£ them an opportunity to explain their needs and 
prob] n*nQ, 

(d) Relations thould be intensif tod between tho countries of 
tho region and organi rati on 3 ouch as the Union of International 
Pairs (UFi), the Conwiittce of Organisers of National 
Participation in International Nconoraic Events (IVFEHEXFO), 
etc« 

(e) Consultation meetings should be held between bodies responsible 
for fairs in the region and their counterparts in industriali sad 
countries or in otner developing countries with a view to 
bringing about an exchange of experience. 

(f) Organizers of international fairs in industrialized countries 
should be S3ked to grant the maximum facilities for the 
participation of the countries of the region in such fairs« 

(g)   The participante at the Consultation further recommend that 
the bodies responsible for fairn in the industrialized coun- 
tries should make use of any permanent information services 
established at fairs in the region« 

Finally, the participants of this consultation agree on requesting 

UMIDO to propose to the governments of the countries in the region to give 

greater priority to fair activities at a »conn of encouraging economic and 

social development programmes« 

Governmentc are invited to consider these recommendations as a 

of achieving this objective. Also the participants request UMIDO te follow- 

up and execute theae recommendations with tie close co-operation of relevant 

organisations in Latin America and other part« of the world such as CIPS, o^ 

0A8, AVIDA. UPI and IWTEHEXPO. 






